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	Managing Electronic Media recognizes the changes in technology in the global marketplace and the impact these innovations have on media organizations and their integral business practices. It goes beyond the typical media management book by covering media enterprises as large scale businesses that must operate in a converged environment, rather than in separate silos of activity.


	Managing Electronic Media lays the groundwork for understanding and participating in digital content creation, marketing, and distribution. It provides the concepts and vocabulary that managers use to meet the challenges of today's market and to position their organizations to succeed in a relentlessly dynamic 24/7 business environment.


	Day in the Life sections highlight the daily activities of top media executives, providing insight into the excitement, the fun, and the challenges, of careers in today's media industries. Case studies utilize exercises to promote further understanding of real-world situations.
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City of Dust: Illness, Arrogance, and 9/11FT Press, 2010

	The World Trade Center’s destruction unleashed one of the gravest environmental catastrophes in U.S. history. Now, former NY Times Ground Zero reporter Anthony DePalma presents a full accounting of the disaster that followed 9/11. He separates myths from reality…reveals decisions that destroyed...
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50 Steps To Business Success: Entrepreneurial Leadership In Manageable BitesEcw Press, 2002

	Here is a master plan for leaders who want to know the dynamic, proven techniques any business leader-from the fruit stand owner to the Fortune 500 chairman-must use to build a successful entrepreneurial enterprise. At the heart of this program is a fundamental belief in the continuous work necessary to improve all activities-a constant quest...
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Windows Phone 8 Application Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you want to develop apps for Windows Phone 8, this book gives you the works - from creating a consistent UI, to social media integration, to testing. Learn the modern approach to a totally modern mobile platform.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to design fast and fluid apps that users will love
	...
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The Theory of Materials FailureOxford University Press, 2013

	A complete and comprehensive theory of failure is developed for homogeneous and isotropic materials. The full range of materials types are covered from very ductile metals to extremely brittle glasses and minerals. Two failure properties suffice to predict the general failure conditions under all states of stress. With this foundation to...
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Software Architecture with C++: Design modern systems using effective architecture concepts, design patterns, and techniques with C++20Packt Publishing, 2021

	
		Apply business requirements to IT infrastructure and deliver a high-quality product by understanding architectures such as microservices, DevOps, and cloud-native using modern C++ standards and features

	
		Key Features

		
			Design scalable large-scale applications with the C++ programming...
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Atlas of Clinical NeurologySpringer, 2019

	
		Like its preceding editions, this atlas is an indispensable guide to the field of neurology, featuring the most clinically essential images and figures. Chapters offer insight and research written by deeply practiced, knowledgeable neurologists that is supplemented with detailed imagery, tables, algorithms, and delineative...
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